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Abstract

We investigate the effectiveness of module to reduce misconception and improve learning outcomes in genetic material using multiple choice test with CRI. This study using pre-experiment study with one group pretest post test design. This study reports the results of analysis of misconception level of XII grades in SMA Negeri 5 Malang reduce from 33.42% to 12.92%. Learning outcome increase from 38.30 into 72.96. These results indicate that the genetic module is effective to reducing the level of misconception and improving student cognitive learning outcomes.
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I. Introduction

Education in Indonesia is never separated from the problems. One of the problems that until now there are still many obstacles that hinder the advancement of education in Indonesia, namely from the infrastructure that is not evenly distributed throughout the region, the new student admission system which until now has become a polemic in society, to the low understanding of concepts in students. Concept understanding will be a serious problem if it is not addressed immediately, because if students' understanding of concepts is low, further learning will be hampered [1].

Biology is a branch of science in which students' understanding of concepts is still low. This happens because science is a subject which contains concepts, facts, principles, and methods that follow a scientific framework of thinking about a phenomenon that exists in nature, and is definite,
so that when a misconception occurs it will affect the material to be taught in the following materials, because science has a hierarchy of sciences arranged in order from simple to complex phenomena. The material in science also cannot stand alone, so it must be integrated between scientific disciplines so that it can solve phenomena that exist in nature because they are interrelated and cannot be separated from one another [2]. Biology is a part of science where the students' understanding of concepts is quite low and also many students experience errors in grasping the right concept or commonly known as misconceptions [3] [4].

Misconceptions are not simple things that are easily ignored in the learning process. Misconceptions can hinder the subsequent learning process, because the concepts between materials in Biology are integrated with each other [5]. Misconceptions are also dangerous because the material that is embedded in students is difficult to change, unless students consciously want to change it [6]. In general, misconceptions can come from the experiences of students, teachers, books studied, context, and learning methods used [7].

Genetics is a material in biology that has many misconceptions. This happens because many foreign terms are similar and foreign to students. Learning genetics in schools should be able to provide learning that can make students understand the concept of genetics as a whole, but there are many problems with learning genetics. Many research stated that students considered genetics lessons tiring and boring [8]. Students find it difficult to understand the concept of genetics because it is abstract to them and far from everyday life. Students are not able to fully construct genetics and students are unable to connect the concepts of genetics. This is also supported by other research conducted at SMA Negeri 13 Medan which shows that there is a misconception in Genetics material by 32.01%. The sub-material that experienced the most misconceptions was protein synthesis with a misconception level of 38.54% [9], other study conducted a study on Biology students at UNTIRTA showing that out of 53 students who were research objects, 21.16% of students experienced misconceptions while the rest 64.02% knew the concept and 14.82% did not know the concept. The highest percentage of misconceptions was found in the sub-concept of the mechanism of protein synthesis (25%) and followed by the sub-concept of gene organization structure (24.53%) [10].

Misconceptions can also result in decreased student learning outcomes. This happens because students feel that what they believe in their mind is the right thing, even though it is not in accordance with the opinions of experts [11]. This is also in accordance with the results of preliminary research which resulted that more than 70% of students scored below the standards given by the school (KKM). So that learning is needed that can improve student learning outcomes.
The results of the needs analysis also showed that students needed teaching materials in the form of modules with a percentage at 57%. Modules are teaching materials that are systematically designed based on a certain curriculum and are packaged in the smallest learning unit and allow them to be studied independently in a certain time unit so that students master the competencies being taught. The learning module according to is the smallest unit of teaching and learning programs, which students learn individually or are taught by students to themselves (self-instructional) [12]. The module to be made must be able to make lower the level of student misconceptions and also improve student learning outcomes, so that the module to be developed contains learning syntax that can accommodate learning that students can use to be able to build their knowledge properly. Other studies on misconceptions only find out the level of misconceptions, and only develop modules, not much has shown the effectiveness of the modules made. Based on the background, a research was conducted with the title "Effectiveness Genetics Module to Reduce Levels of Misconception and Improve Learning Outcomes of Class XII Students of SMA Negeri 5 Malang".

II. Method

The research aimed to testing the effectiveness of module to reduce misconception and improve learning outcomes in genetic material. This research is a pre-experiment study with one group pretest post test design. Before the research was carried out, module development was carried out by referring to the research and development (R&D) method, namely ADDIE by Branch (2009). The population in this study were students of class XII who had taken genetic material in high school, while the sample used was 32 students. The instrument used was a multiple choice test equipped with a CRI questionnaire which aims to determine the level of student misconceptions on genetic material that has been validated by experts and tested the questions using empirical tests. The data used were pretest and posttest data, which then calculated the difference using the paired t test and normalized gain (N gain) formula with the help of SPSS 25.0 for Windows with a significance level of 0.05.

III. Results and Discussion

a. Level Misconception After Using Genetic Module

The results of the implementation are used to determine the effectiveness of the product developed on the level of misconceptions in students. The effectiveness of the module is tested by comparing the results of the pretest and posttest which are then tested with a paired t-test to find out the difference between the pretest and posttest results after using the module, then the calculation of
the module effectiveness level is carried out using the N gain formula. The result pretest and posttest can be seen in table 1.

Table 1.
Result of level Misconception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Competence</th>
<th>Pre test (%)</th>
<th>Post test (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>26.73</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>28.38</td>
<td>8.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>27.42</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>33.42</td>
<td>12.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paired t-test results showed a difference in the level of misconception between before using the module and after with the results of t count (8.287) > t table (1.657), which means that H0 is rejected, so it is concluded that there is a difference in the level of student misconception before and after the module is used. Then proceed to measure the level of effectiveness of the module to reduce the level of misconceptions using the N gain formula. The results of the calculation show a result of 0.604, when compared with the criteria, the modulk is said to have a moderate level of effectiveness, which means that the module is effective enough to reduce the level of misconceptions in students.

b. Cognitive Learning Outcomes

Analysis the different of cognitive learning outcomes is carried out by looking at the differences between pretest and posttest. The difference between the pretest and posttest results was analyzed using Normalized-gain. The results of the analysis can be seen in table 2.

Table 2.
The Result Cognitive Learning Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre test (%)</th>
<th>Post test (%)</th>
<th>N-Gain</th>
<th>Categori</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38.30</td>
<td>72.96</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The t-test which was conducted to determine the differences in students’ cognitive learning outcomes before and after using the module got the results of tcount (6.840) > t table (1.279). The conclusion that can be drawn is that there are differences in student cognitive learning outcomes before and after using the developed module. Next, it is followed by measuring the effectiveness of the module on students’ cognitive learning outcomes using a module with the N gain formula. The results of the calculation show a result of 0.571, if converted to the existing criteria the module being developed has a moderate level of module effectiveness, so it can be said that the module is effective enough to improve cognitive learning outcomes of class XII students.

The results of the analysis of misconceptions in students from the pretest results showed that the level of understanding of the concepts in SMA Negeri 5 Malang on genetics material was quite low. This is supported by the results of the misconception identification test, with details of students who understand the concept, only 39.27% of students understand the concept, 33.42% of students experience misconceptions, and 27.25% of students do not understand the concept. The results of this test indicate that there is something wrong with the learning carried out by the students, so there are several items where most students experience misconceptions.

The items with the highest misconception level were question number 14, namely 84% of students experienced misconceptions on these items. This question asks about spermatogenesis. Only one student who correctly answered this question. When looking for the CRIs value in this number, the value is 3.40 (> 2.5), so it can be concluded that on this item, students experience misconceptions on the concept of spermatogenesis.

Spermatogenesis is a concept covered in cell division material, namely KD 3.4. This concept is quite a complex concept, because there are stages in the process of development and division of the spermatogonia cells to become active spermatozoa. This is due to students misinterpreting the concept because of some of the books used by students misrepresenting and also the teacher is not accurate in explaining the spermatogenesis process. The misinterpretation occurs because students think that every single spermatogonia will always produce four active spermatozoa, even though in the process the spermatogonia does not always grow into spermatocytes, but can still divide mitosis to produce another spermatogonia, so that each spermatozoa has the possibility to produce more than four spermatozoa. active [13].

The problem with the biggest misconception value is question number 11, in this question students are asked to explain the process of mitotic division in living things, namely the process that
occurs in the interphase phase. Many students get stuck with answering resting cells. This may occur due to misrepresenting what is in the book. One of the books states that the interphase phase is a resting phase, which means that the cell does not carry out physical or chemical activity, so that students assume that the cell is not doing anything, even though the interphase phase is a very important phase, because in that phase the cell is growing and synthesizing DNA. will be used for the cleavage process [14].

This developed module has a distinctive feature, namely that there are several discussions about misconceptions that must be left by students, both those obtained from previous education levels, from books used for learning, and teachers who experience misconceptions. The discussion is used to reduce and also minimize the occurrence of misconceptions in students. Another characteristic of this module is constructivist learning in which students explore their own knowledge wrapped in a guided inquiry learning model syntax which requires students to seek their own knowledge. Research show that learning using inquiry can hinder the occurrence of misconceptions in students, because students focus on digging up information, not just remembering bits of information as is done through conventional learning. Other studies have also concluded that guided inquiry can overcome misconceptions [15]. Inquiry can be carried out by exposing facts to a phenomenon that is contrary to the initial concept of students (cognitive conflict), so that because of differences in understanding between those conveyed by existing phenomena and students' understanding, students are able to make students more motivated to explore knowledge or information [6–18].

The decrease in the level of misconceptions was due to the module being developed based on the results of the respondent's initial test analysis, so that the concepts that became misconceptions before using the module could be overcome by the existence of this developed module, besides that the developed module also had a representative and attractive image, so that the respondents become more interested in learning using modules that have been developed. This is in accordance with the opinion stated that the use of modules that have attractive images can increase motivation, response and student learning outcomes to be better, also strengthened by other study which states that modules are more effective used to reduce misconceptions compared to conventional textbooks [19].

Understanding the concept of students will be good if the concepts that exist in students are well and correctly embedded, after students understand the concepts that exist in themselves then students can link the relationship between concepts, not just memorizing concepts, so that when the concepts are understood then students It will be easy to link the relationship between the concepts that exist in the learning process [20], so that if the teaching materials used by students are good and correct, the understanding of the concepts in students will increase.
The results of the calculation using the N-gain formula for cognitive learning outcomes of students get a result of 0.57, which is on moderate criteria. This shows that the module developed is effective enough to improve student cognitive learning outcomes. The pretest mean result of the students showed a result of 48.6 which increased to 73.6 after the use of the developed module. This happens because the module developed uses an inquiry learning philosophy, where students build their own knowledge by finding out the information that is being studied. This is in accordance with the other opinion which states that learning using the inquiry model is more effective than using the traditional model, because in traditional learning students only focus on getting the right answer rather than the process of getting information [21,22]. The developed module also has an attractive and representative image, this also helps students to construct their own knowledge rather than only using books that do not have pictures or only text, because students find it difficult to understand information because they do not feel the learning themselves so that student learning outcomes less than optimal [23].

IV. Summary

The conclusion of this study is that Genetics modules is effective to reduce the level of misconception from 33.42 to 12.92, and improve cognitive learning outcomes from 38.30 to 72.96.
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